Science BC - Newsletter
Life Science Unit - Grade 10
Concepts Covered
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DNA: Structure and function
Genes, chromosomes, alleles, traits
Mendelian genetics: dominant and recessive alleles
Heterozygous and homozygous
Genotypes and phenotypes
Punnett squares
Patterns of inheritance
I. Monohybrid
13. Genetic diversity:
II. dihybrid crosses
i. law of independent assortment
III. Co-dominance
ii. crossing over
IV. Incomplete dominance
iii. random fertilizations
V. Multiple alleles
iv. mutations
VI. Sex linkage
14. Natural selection, survival of the fittest
8. Diversity:
15. Adaptive radiation
i.
species
16. Selection pressures
ii. genetic
17. Extinction
iii. ecosystem
18. Selective breeding
9. Gene expression
19. Adaptations role in survival and natural selection
10. Protein synthesis:
20. Artificial selection
i. transcription
21. Invasive Species
ii. translation
22. Gene cloning
11. Role of ribosomes in protein synthesis
23. Plasmids and recombinant DNA
12. Variation is due to genetics & environment 24. Transgenic organisms
25. Uses of DNA technology
26. Artificial insemination and in-vitro fertilization
27. Risks and ethical issues of DNA technology
What’s Next?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Go over your notes
Review the resources provided
Play the online games for consolidation of concepts
Watch the videos provided
Go over the virtual labs
Review the unit objectives
Take the online quizzes provided
Next unit is: Chemistry

Find
learning
objectives on
page below

Learning Objectives
1. Describe the structure of DNA
2. Describe the function of DNA
3. Distinguish between DNA, Chromosomes, genes, alleles
4. Explain that genes are responsible for traits
5. Define the terms: phenotype, genotype, dominant, recessive, heterozygous and
homozygous, monohybrid cross
6. Construct Punnett square for monohybrid crosses and use them to predict the genotype
and phenotype of the offspring
7. Practice monohybrid crosses
8. Describe a test cross is and explain when it is needed
9. Explain how dihybrid crosses work
10. Describe co-dominance and incomplete dominance
11. Practice exercises to apply concepts of co-dominance and incomplete dominance
12. Describe sex linked and multiple alleles inheritance
13. Practice exercises to apply concepts of sex linked and multiple alleles
14. Compare and contrast species diversity, genetic diversity, and ecosystem diversity
15. Explain how genetic makeup of organisms is reflected in the diversity of life
16. Explain how DNA produces proteins
17. Explain the process of transcription and translation
18. Describe the role of RNA polymerase and ribosomes in protein synthesis
19. Define variation and explain that is is due to genetics and to environmental factors
20. Identify the causes of genetic diversity: law of independent assortment, crossing over,
random fertilization and mutations

Learning Objectives (Continued)

21. Define mutations and describe the three types of mutations
Define the terms survival of fittest, adaptive radiation, selection pressures, extinction and
selective breeding
22. Explain how adaptations leads to survival
23. Explain how mutations can lead to natural selection
24. Compare and contrast natural selection and artificial selection
25. Explain the process of gene cloning
26. Define transgenic organisms and give examples
27. Outline the uses of DNA Technology
28. Describe biotechnology advancement in artificial insemination and IVF
29. Outline risks and ethical issues with biotechnology

